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TITLE OF CASE
EL PIRATA COPRESI

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT:

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES AND FIELDS OFFICES NOTIFY BY WRITING
SLIP(S) OR CLASSECE

REFERENCES
Bureau teletype, 5/3/61.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Referenced Bureau teletype requested the NYO to interview ALBERTO FERNANDEZ of the Unidad Revolucionario regarding the possible identity of the subject. Referenced Miami teletype reflects that FERNANDEZ was interviewed by that office and the results of the interview were made available to the Bureau in the Miami communication.

DECLASSIFIED BY 50285A/676 ON: 10/4/85

Bureau (RM)
Miami (RM)
New York (105-48035)

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency
Request Recd.
Date Fwd.
How Fwd.
By

MAY 22 1961
NY 105-48035

ADMINISTRATIVE (CONTINUED)

The ITSA aspects of this investigation have not been included in this report and will be handled as a separate case by the office of origin as per Bureau instruction in referenced teletype.

As reflected in referenced NY teletype, the NYO does not anticipate interviewing DAN BRIGHAM at the "NY Journal American" without specific Bureau instructions.

INFORMANT

Identity of Source     File # Where Located
NY T-1
MIGUEL ANTONIO SANCHEZ RAMOS, PSI

134-5785

Careful consideration has been given to the source concealed and a T symbol was utilized in this report only in that instance where the identity of the source must be concealed.

CLASSIFICATION

This report has been classified "Secret" because the unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein may very possibly result in the identification of the source who represents good double-agent potential and could compromise his future effectiveness.
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